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Purpose of policy 

At Herne Bay High School we aim to educate students on healthy relationships and sex education in a timely manner.  
We aim to not only educate about the reproductive systems but also to explore wider matters concerning 
relationships, reproductive health, gender and the social and legal issues surrounding intimate relationships.   The 
curriculum is designed to be age appropriate and delivered as a spiral curriculum throughout the academic journey. 
  

Legislation that underpins this policy 
• Education Act (2002) 

• Equality Act (2010) 
  

 

Other HBHS polices that should be read in conjunction with this policy (the underlined policies are those that are most pertinent) 
• Behaviour Policy • Discipline/ Anti Bullying Policy 

 
 

• Equality Policy 
 

 

Policy’s key points Frequently Asked Questions 

• To explore the concept of a relationship and 
different types of relationships. 

 

• To explore the associated social areas of:  
moral/religious/family values; gender roles 
and stereotypes. 

 

• To acquire knowledge and understanding 
about male and female puberty, 
menstruation and the physiology of sexual 
reproduction. 

 

• To have knowledge of the different types of 
contraception, AIDS and sexually transmitted 
diseases. 

 

• To provide a controlled opportunity for 
students to examine their own and others' 
attitudes to sexual activity and related issues. 

 

• To promote an awareness of the pressures 
placed upon young people to behave in 
certain ways and how these relate to the 
legal position regarding sexual behaviour.  To 
help improve assertiveness and the 
confidence to cope with such pressures. 

 

• To further develop personal communication 
skills and empathy towards others. 

 

• To help build student’s self-esteem and to 
develop a sense of responsibility. 

 

How is this delivered? 
SRE takes place in both science and PSHEE.  
 
How do I answer difficult questions? 
Sometimes an individual pupil will ask an explicit or difficult question in 
the classroom. Questions do not have to be answered directly and can be 
addressed later.  This school believes that individual teachers must use 
their skill and discretion in these situations and refer to the Head of 
PSHEE if necessary.  
 
How do I ensure personal beliefs and attitudes do not influence my 
teaching? 
▪ Teachers should be careful to ensure that their personal beliefs and 

attitudes do not influence the teaching of PSHE or the addressing of 
SMSC/PSHEE related issues within their wider teaching and/or 
interaction with students.   

▪ Ground rules should be agreed to provide a common values 
framework within which to teach.  This will then allow clear 
parameters as to what will be taught in whole class setting and what 
will be dealt with on an individual basis. 
 

How do I teach sensitive material? 
▪ Teachers should establish clear parameters about what is 

appropriate and inappropriate in a whole-class setting. 
▪ Teacher should set the tone by speaking in a matter-of-fact way and 

ensuring that pupils discuss issues in a way which does not 
encourage giggling and silliness. 

▪ Pupils should be encouraged to write down questions anonymously 
and post them in a question box, the teacher will have time to 
prepare answers to all questions before the next session, and will 
choose not to respond to any questions which are inappropriate. 

▪ If a verbal question is too personal the teacher should remind the 
pupil of the ground rules. 

▪ If a question is too explicit, feels too old for a pupil, is inappropriate 
for the whole class, or raises concerns about abuse, the teacher 
should acknowledge it and promise to attend to it later on an 
individual basis. 
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 ▪ Teachers should not be drawn into providing more information than 
is appropriate to the age of the child. 

▪ If a teacher is concerned that a pupil is at risk of abuse the DCPC 
should be informed and the usual child protection procedures 
followed. (refer to the Child Protection Policy). 

 
How do I ensure questions are relevant and not personal? 

• Ground rules are always set. 

• Pupils will be given preparation so that they will know how to 
minimise any embarrassment they feel. 

▪ No one (teacher or pupil) should be expected to answer a personal 
question. 

▪ No one will be forced to take part in a discussion. 
▪ Meanings of words will be explained in a sensible and factual way. 

 

 

 
Rationale for PSHEE 
PSHEE takes the form of 2 strands: 
Personal Well Being: Through active learning opportunities pupils recognise and manage risk, take increasing responsibility 
for themselves, their choices and behaviours and make positive contributions to their families, schools and communities. As 
pupils learn to recognise, develop and communicate their qualities, skills and attitudes, they build knowledge, confidence, 
self-esteem and make the most of their abilities.  
 

RSE: Students have one lesson per week of PSHEE in KS3 where they participate in a spiralling RSE curriculum from basic 
relationships up to RSE.  In KS4 students are taught RSE discreetly through Religious Studies in either Short or Full course 
Religious Studies which all students undertake.  RS is structured so students study modules on RSE with differing religious 
perspectives as well as studying aspects surrounding marriage and the family life.  
 

KS3 
Year 7  

• Starting Secondary School 

• Resilience 

In the Starting Secondary School module students explore relationships in terms of friendships.  They 
develop skills to make, manage and sustain friendships especially through bullying.  In the Resilience 
module students manage their own thoughts, beliefs and actions when it comes to others, peer pressure 
and the world around them.  
 
Year 8  

• Media Influences 

• Relationship Smarts 

In the Media Influences module students will consider their use of social media and how others see them 
both in the real and online worlds.  Online grooming, relationships and e-Safety will also be discussed 
within this unit.  The Relationship SMARTS module introduces students to romantic relationships.  Within 
this students discuss stable relationships where healthy and unhealthy aspects are discussed and the 
fundamentals of a good relationship.  
 
Year 9 

• Sex Ed Sorted  

Sex Ed Sorted is a programme of lessons which has been built to work alongside Relationship SMARTS to 
impart an age appropriate, balanced scheme of work concerning reproduction and normal bodily 
responses and changes which students may already, or will experience as they mature.   Sex Education is 
taught with the focus on a healthy, family bearing relationship as being the ideal.  
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• Sex Ed Sorted 2 

Sex Ed Sorted 2 builds on Sex Ed Sorted 1 in being an age appropriate balanced scheme of work concerning 
sexual; feelings, orientation, health and consent.  This compliments Sex Ed Sorted 1 in applying the 
scientific education of sex to relationships, social and health issues.  (Due to school timetable changes this 
will be reintegrated back into the programme in 2020-2021.) 
 

KS4 
Year 10 

• Body Image 

Students consider their own perceptions of themselves and their body image.  They also consider peer 
pressure from others (including in relationships) to look a certain way.    
 
Dissemination and Professional Development 
Staff are given regular opportunities to develop their thinking and skills in delivery of PSHE through planning and evaluation 
meetings throughout the year.  Specific CPD training is also given during this time which has in the past few years included 
SRE training. 

 
Teaching Methods and Learning Approaches 
Good teaching relies on using appropriate methods for the aim of the lesson or unit of work.  All teachers are encouraged to 
develop a repertoire of flexible, active learning methods. 
 

▪ Effective starting and ending strategies. 
▪ High order questioning skills. 
▪ Climate building and ground rules. 
▪ Working together. 
▪ Values clarification. 
▪ Information gathering and sharing. 
▪ Problem solving. 
▪ Understanding another point of view. 
▪ Working with feelings and imagination. 
▪ Reflection, review and evaluation. 
▪ Circle Time. 
▪ School Council (preparatory activities). 
▪ Drama and role-play. 
▪ Use of theatre in education. 
▪ Discussion and debate. 

 
Examples of Ground Rules 

1. We will not ask each other personal questions. 
2. We have the right to ‘pass’ if we do not wish to comment. 
3. We agree to join in and make a positive contribution. 
4. We will listen to each other without interrupting. 
5. We will show respect for each other even when our views are different. 
6. We agree that it is OK to make mistakes and learn from them. 
7. We should not share other people’s personal stories. 
8. We should not name the names of other people in stories without their permission. 
9. We agree that what is shared in the classroom should stay in the classroom. 
10. We will support and encourage others, especially those less confident than us. 

 
 


